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Kampgrounds of America Inc.’s March Research Report shares that 74% of those who camped last year intend to do so in
2023

BILLINGS, Mont. (March 22, 2023) – The Kampgrounds of America, Inc. (KOA) Monthly Research Report – March 2023
Edition predicts that the majority of 2022 campers will venture out again this year, forecasting a healthy year for the
activity. A strong spring, including nearly one million additional households who plan to camp this March and April, bolsters
impressive growth in January and February. The beginning of the year included an additional 2.9 million households,
further indicating marked interest in camping and outdoor hospitality in 2023.

According to the report, 74% of households who camped in 2022 say they will get out and camp this year. The majority
are prioritizing summer trips, especially in July and August. Over a third of campers have booked camping trips in July
(35%) and August (33%). Also noteworthy, 27% of campers have booked all or some of their trips for the year.

Looking more immediately, 26.1 million households plan to camp in March or April. Comparatively, 25.2 million
households enjoyed a camping trip during the same period in 2022. The most popular destinations for spring break leisure
travel include Florida or the Southeast (18%), California (11%) and Arizona or the Southwest (11%).

“Camping has solidified its place as an important travel option,” said Whitney Scott, senior vice president of strategy at
Kampgrounds of America, Inc. “This isn’t just another mode of travel. For many, it is their primary way to explore and
experience the world around them. We’re seeing more bookings made earlier to ensure campers don’t miss out on their
favorite campgrounds and sites.”

The report once again confirmed that camping is viewed as an affordable way to travel. Nearly half of all campers stated
that camping is more affordable than other modes of travel. Similarly, more than a third of campers said they would
continue to camp over other vacation options even if the economy worsens in 2023. Some RV owners (31%) indicated
they would camp more if the economy declines.

“We’ve seen camping remain resilient during times of uncertainty, and that fact continues to ring true,” Scott said. “While
other segments of the leisure travel industry may falter during economic downturns, camping offers a budget-friendly way
to travel. Moreover, survey results tell us that camping is an important part of people’s lifestyles they aren’t willing to
compromise on.”

The March report also examines who does the decision-making when it comes to camping. Overwhelmingly, women who
are the head of household make the decisions regarding where to camp and what to do. In fact, 61% are making key
camping decisions.

To view the full findings of the KOA Monthly Research Report – March 2023 Edition, past and future editions, and review
the research methodology, visit the KOA Press Room.

 

ABOUT KAMPGROUNDS OF AMERICA

Kampgrounds of America, Inc. has been the definitive leader in outdoor hospitality for more than 60 years. United under
the mission of “connecting people to the outdoors and each other,” the company consists of two unique brands: KOA and
Terramor Outdoor Resorts. KOA, the world’s largest system of privately-owned, open to the public campgrounds, consists
of more than 500 franchised and owned campgrounds. With unrivaled brand visibility, KOA also offers campground
owners and operators unparalleled support in campground education, design, recruitment, marketing and technology.
Terramor Outdoor Resorts, a glamping venture, opened its first flagship property in Bar Harbor, Maine in 2020.  Literally
meaning ‘Love of Land,” the brand focuses on delivering a refined and upscale outdoor experience. For more information,
visit KOA.com and TerramorOutdoorResort.com.

 

ABOUT CAIRN CONSULTING GROUP 

Cairn Consulting Group is a market research firm with extensive experience in the hospitality and services industries. For
the past several years, Cairn Consulting Group has worked with organizations in both indoor and outdoor hospitality,
including the gaming/casino areas, food services/restaurant space, accommodations, travel/tourism and the products and
services that are a part of the hospitality industry. The organization also serves clients in branding/brand positioning
efforts, evaluating consumer behavior, public opinion & policy and product development.
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